Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to obtain some common fixed point theorems for expansion mappings in recently developed space D-metric space. Our results generalize several corresponding results in metric spaces.
Introduction
Rhoades [5] summarized contractive maps of some types and discussed on fixed points. Wang-Li-Gao and Is'eki [8] proved some fixed point theorems for expansion maps, which correspond to some contractive maps in [5] . Khan-Khan and Sessa [3] generalized the results of [8] . Rhoades [6] and Taniguchi [7] have further extended, generalized the results of [8] for a pair of maps in metric spaces. Most of these results do not ensure the uniqueness of the fixed point. Popa [4] established a supplementary condition, in which the fixed point is unique, and improved some results for expansion mappings in metric spaces.
Motivated by the measures of nearness between two or more objects with respect to a specific property, called the parameter of the nearness, Dhage [2] introduced a new structure of a generalized metric spaces (or D-metric spaces) and proved some fixed point theorems. Generalized metric D is a slight variant of 2-metric.
In this paper we prove some common fixed point theorems for expansion maps, in which the fixed point is unique, in the setting of generalized metric spaces. Our results generalize several results established in [3] , [4] , [6] - [8] .
Let R + be the set of all non-negative real numbers, following KhanKhan and Sessa [3] , let $ be the collection of all functions <f>: (R   +   ) Proof. Let xo be an arbitrary point in X. Since S and T are surjective, we choose xi in X such that Sxi = XQ and for this xi there exists X2 in X such that Tx2 = x\. Inductively, we can construct a sequence {x n } in X such that 
Now for p, t 6 N, we have
This shows that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. By completeness of X, {xn} and also its subsequences {x2n} and {x2n+i} converge to some 2 in X.
Since S and T are surjective, there exists u and v in X such that z = Su and z = Tv. Using (2.1.1), we have
Letting n -> oo and using (b), we get 0 > kD(z,v, z), yields z = v. Similarly z = u. Hence 2 is the common fixed point of S and T in X. Now for uniqueness of z, let z' be another common fixed point of S and T then from (2. The following corollary of Theorem 2.1 of this paper, extends Theorem 1 of Taniguchi [7] to £)-metric space. Proof. Let {xn} be a sequence in X defind by (2.1.2). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in X and lim Xn = lim X2n = I™ ^2n+l = 2
71-»OO 71->00 71->00
for some z in X. Now by continuity of S and T, we have Sx2n+i = X2n Sz = z and Tx2n+i = ^2n+i = Tz = z, as n -> oo. Hence as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, z is the unique common fixed point of S and T. This completes the proof.
The following corollary of Theorem 2.3 of this paper, extends Theorem 2 of Taniguchi [7] to D-metric space. 
Proof. If we set cf>'(r,s,t) = A;min{r, s,t}, for all r, s,t E R
+ , k > 1. If u > 4>'{u, v, v) = k min{u, v, v} then u > kv, similarly if u > <f>'(v, u, v) then u> kv for some u,v E R + -{0}. Also <fi'(u, u,u) = k min{u, u, u} = ku > u.
n+p+t <2
i=TL Prom (h), it follows that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. By completeness of X,{xn} and also its subsequences {x2n} and {x2n+{\ converge to some z in X. Hence as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, z is the common fixed point of S and T. Now for uniqueness of z, let z' be another common fixed point of S and T then from (2.5.1), we have ip(D(z, z, z')) = ip(D(Sz, Tz, z')) > D(z, z, z'), yields z=z'. This completes the proof. REMARK 2.1. For S = T, the results of this paper generalize some results of Khan-Khan and Sessa [3] , Wang-Li-Gao and Is'eki [8] to D-metric spaces.
